Use this Quick Start Guide to learn about NOOK Simple Touch™ with GlowLight™.

Press to page forward

Press to page backward

Tap or swipe to turn the page

The circus arrives without warning. No announcements precede it, no paper notices on downtown posts and billboards, no mentions or advertisements in local newspapers. It is simply there, when yesterday it was not.

The towering tents are striped in white and black, no golds and crimsons to be seen. No color at all, save for the neighboring trees and the grass of the surrounding fields. Black-and-white stripes on grey sky; countless tents of varying shapes and sizes, with an elaborate...
The NOOK Button

Use the Quick Nav Bar to get around your NOOK®. Just tap where you want to go next.

Press the NOOK Button to show or hide the Quick Nav Bar

Press and hold the NOOK Button to turn your GlowLight on and off
Home

See what you’re reading now and get personalized recommendations on what to read next.

Tap to return to your latest read
GlowLight

Tap on the GlowLight button in the Quick Nav Bar to open GlowLight Control
GlowLight Control

Turn GlowLight on and off or use the slider to control the brightness

[Diagram of Nook device showing GlowLight control screen]

- Tap here to turn GlowLight on and off
- Use the slider to dim your GlowLight or make it brighter
Reading Tools

Use reading tools to jump to a particular page or chapter.

Tap to change text size or font style.

Tap in the center to show or hide the reading tools, clock and battery.
Text Tools

It’s easy to change the text size and font to read the way you like.
Library

Find and manage all of your books, magazines and newspapers.

Organize all your reads

Tap to read or double tap to view details
Shop

Shop the NOOK Store™ and get personalized recommendations from expert booksellers.
Wake Up & Unlock

When your NOOK goes to sleep, press the NOOK Button to wake it up. Then drag right to unlock.
Ready for More?

There's a lot to explore on your NOOK Simple Touch with GlowLight. Plus, over 2.5 million books, magazines and newspapers, right at your fingertips.

Welcome to NOOK